The History of Electricity and Fascinating Electro-Medical Gadgets!
(Featuring a travelling museum of early antique electrical devices.)

Exciting – Intriguing – Informative – Interactive – Entertaining
Electricity is in every workplace and in every home today. Travel back through time and experience
how it evolved from Edison’s invention of the light bulb to the electrification of Niagara Falls by George
Westinghouse and Nikola Tesla and its expansion into factories and homes in America.
•

Where did the electrical safety codes begin? What did they contain for safety?

•

See and experience actual working electrical equipment demonstrations including the first
working carbon filament light bulbs.

•

See an actual demonstration of Nikola Tesla’s greatest invention the “Tesla Coil” generating
nearly a half a million volts and demonstrates the transmission of electricity without the use of
wires to power electric light. See Grizzy electrify himself to a half million volts!

•

See actual photographs from the first world’s fair (Columbian Exposition of 1893 in Chicago)
where electricity was first used. See real artifacts from the event.

•

Listen to a discussion of the famous “War of the Currents” battle between Edison and Tesla
where live animals were electrocuted during public displays in New York City to discredit the
use of alternating current over direct current. See an actual rare film clip of such an event.

•

The first electric chair used for capital punishment, its first use – all orchestrated by Edison.

•

Experience interactive demonstrations of actual operating “antique electro-medical devices”
such as the “Faradic Generator”, “Violet Ray” and others just as they were used in the late 19th
century to enhance a person’s health and well being and advertised to cure everything and
anything. Electricity was new and mysterious so it must have powers to restore health.

The presentation includes dynamic and vivid demonstrations with audience participation! Don’t miss
this unique and rare opportunity to see, hear and experience the evolution of electricity. An interactive
display of the antique devices from Grizzys personal collection, will be available for audience
examination immediately following the presentation. Many of the devices have been restored to working
condition by Grizzy.

Nothing intrigues people more than history with rare and stunning historical

anecdotes, unless it’s a travelling museum of interactive electrical apparatus dating back to the 19th
century. This seminar has both.

